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Abstract

We propose a novel method for identifying indi-
viduals by resampling images using resolution infer-
ence to increase the performance of person recognition.
The resolution of images dynamically changes the ap-
pearances of faces or whole bodies and low resolution
decreases the performance of person recognition. To
overcome the problem of resolution, we need to ad-
equately normalize the sizes of images using resam-
pling techniques before identification. In our prelim-
inary experiment, we observe that downsampling high-
resolution images to adjust to low-resolution images
increases the identification performance while upsam-
pling low-resolution images to adjust to high-resolution
images decreases performance. The proposed method
thus applies a downsampling technique to images of
higher resolution by comparing the resolutions inferred
for query and target images. We demonstrate that our
method substantially improves the performance of per-
son recognition on the publicly available datasets Multi-
PIE and CUHK01 artificially degraded to low resolu-
tion.

1 Introduction

Advances in identification using person recognition
technology has seen the development of convenient
and non-intrusive biometric authentication systems.
There are two major identification processes in per-
son recognition technology: face recognition [1] us-
ing facial images and person re-identification [2] us-
ing whole-body images. Authentication systems based
on person recognition technology frequently use cam-
eras equipped with wide-angle lenses. The images
acquired from the cameras have various resolutions,
which affects the identification performance. The res-
olution dynamically affects the appearances of facial
and whole-body images. The appearances of individ-
uals clearly reveal the identities of individuals when
images are of high resolution whereas different indi-
viduals tend to appear more similar at low resolution.

Resampling is widely used to normalize the sizes of
images of different resolution as a preprocessing step
before the identification process. The normalization
process makes the dimensions of features extracted
from query and target images uniform for the applica-
tion of generic machine learning techniques. Although
the sizes of normalized images are uniform, the identi-
fication performance decreases at low resolution. The
effect of resolution that exists before resampling thus
remains after resampling. There are existing methods
that alleviate the effect of low resolution on face recog-
nition [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] and person reidentification [8, 9].
The existing methods assume that target images are
of high resolution in the synthesis with low-resolution
query images and they do not sufficiently consider the

problem of the low resolution of the target images. We
cannot assume that target images are of high resolution
in real-world applications. We must therefore consider
that both query and target images are of low resolu-
tion.

We propose in this paper a novel method for iden-
tifying faces and whole bodies by inferring resolutions
of both query and target images and resampling the
images to adequate resolution for person recognition.
Before designing our method, we investigate how the
identification performance responds to changes in the
resolutions of query and target images. We observe
that downsampling high-resolution images to adjust to
low-resolution images improves the identification per-
formance. Our method thus applies a downsampling
technique that adjusts high-resolution images to low-
resolution images. To this end, we infer the resolu-
tions of query and target images. We demonstrate
the good identification performance of the proposed
method on standard person recognition datasets arti-
ficially degraded to low resolution.

2 Related work

To tackle the problem of low resolution in face recog-
nition, some existing methods [3, 4] exploit super-
resolution techniques to upsample query images. Wong
et al. [5] proposed a method of switching the param-
eters of identification algorithms learned from high-
resolution target images using the resolution of the
query images. Other existing methods [6, 7] syn-
thesize low-resolution images by downsampling high-
resolution target images and extract discriminative fea-
tures from pairs of high-and low-resolution target im-
ages. Furthermore, other existing methods [8, 9] syn-
thesize pairs of images of the two resolutions to extract
discriminative features for person re-identification.
Note that we assume the resolutions of the images are
known in the simulation. The details of the simulation
are described in the following section.

3 Analysis of the performance of person
recognition at low resolution

3.1 Background

The process of degrading images from high resolu-
tion to low resolution is defined as

g = BHf + n, (1)

where vector g represents a low-resolution image, vec-
tor f a high-resolution image, matrix B resampling,
and matrix H blur. Note that we assume B and H
are shift invariant. We analyze the effect of resolution
on the performance of person recognition. We conduct
a simulation by degrading the images while changing
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Figure 1. Experimental conditions of resampling
for face recognition.

the parameters of B, H, and n in Equation (1). Note
that we assume the resolutions of the images are known
in the simulation. The details of the simulation are de-
scribed in the following section.

3.2 Identifying individuals using high- and low-
resolution images

We evaluate the identification performance while
changing the query and target images from high reso-
lution to low resolution. As the preprocessing of the
identification process, we apply four resampling tech-
niques:

• C1: Downsampling the target images to adjust to
the query images,

• C2: Upsampling the query images to adjust to
the target images,

• C3: Downsampling the query images to adjust to
the target images,

• C4: Upsampling the target images to adjust to
the query images.

We compare the performance while changing the res-
olution of the query images in C1 and C2 or the target
images in C3 and C4. We use bilinear interpolation for
upsampling and downsampling. We report the perfor-
mances of face recognition in Section 3.2.1 and person
re-identification in Section 3.2.2.

3.2.1 Performance of face recognition

We conduct experiments on face recognition for C1,
C2, C3, and C4 as illustrated in Figure 1. We use
the Multi-PIE [10] data set. There are 337 target im-
ages (one per person) and 674 query images (two per
person). The target images are frontal views of faces
acquired without a flash. The query images are ac-
quired with a flash from the front or from the right at
an angle of 15 degrees. The facial expression is neu-
tral in all images. We align the positions of the pupils,
mouth corners, and top of the nose labeled in [11]. We
set the parameters of resolutions Bi(i = 1, . . . , 5) as
128 × 128, 64 × 64, 32 × 32, 16 × 16, and 8 × 8 pixels.
Figure 2 (a) shows examples of facial images. We apply
Gaussian blur H1,H2 of σ = 1, 2, and white Gaussian
noise n1,n2 for a signal-noise ratio of 40 and 30 dB.
We also check cases of no blur H0 = I and no noise
n0 = 0. We use features for identification obtained by
raster scanning facial images after applying the single-
scale Retinex (SSR) algorithm [12]. We manually con-
trol the kernel parameter of SSR by adjusting to the
resolution of images. We use a nearest-neighbor clas-
sifier to identify individuals.
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Figure 2. Identification performance of face
recognition. We assume that the resolutions of
facial images are known.

Figure 2 (b) shows the identification performance of
face recognition for C1 and C2 while Figure 2 (c) shows
those for C3 and C4. We see that C1 and C3 outper-
form C2 and C4; i.e., downsampling to adjust to low
resolution outperforms upsampling to adjust to high
resolution in terms of the identification performance.

3.2.2 Performance of person re-identification

We conduct the experiments on person re-
identification for C1, C2, C3, and C4 as illustrated
in Figure 3. We use the CUHK01 [13] data set. There
are 971 target images (one per person) and 971 query
images (one per person). We use whole-body images
resized to 60 × 160 pixels and captured by the same
camera at different times. We set the parameters of
resolutions Bi as 60 × 160, 48 × 128, 18 × 48, 12 × 32,
and 6 × 16 pixels. We use the same parameters of
H0,H1,H2,n0,n1 as used in Section 3.2.1. Figure 4
(a) shows examples of whole-body images. We use fea-
ture vectors for identification using histograms of ori-
ented gradients [14] in the CIE L*a*b* color space. We
manually control the parameters of the histograms of
oriented gradients by adjusting to the resolution of im-
ages. We use a nearest-neighbor classifier to identify
individuals.

Figure 4 (b) shows the identification performance of
person re-identification for C1 and C2 while Figure 4
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Figure 3. Experimental conditions of resampling
for person re-identification.

(c) shows those for C3 and C4. We again see that
C1 and C3 outperform C2 and C4. We believe that
downsampling is useful for person re-identification as
well as face recognition.

4 Person recognition by inferring resolution

4.1 Overview

We observe that downsampling provides better iden-
tification performance than upsampling. We thus ap-
ply downsampling to adjust to the lower resolution be-
tween query and target images. The proposed method
infers the resolution of images before downsampling.
An overview of our method is described below.

1. Synthesize training samples to infer resolution by
degrading high-resolution images and give the pa-
rameters of resolution as labels.

2. Generate a classifier of resolution using a machine
learning technique.

3. Given the query and target images, infer the labels
of the resolution for each image using the classifier.

4. Compare the labels of the resolutions and apply
downsampling to the images of higher resolution.

5. Apply a person recognition method to the down-
sampled images.

4.2 Feature space for inferring resolution

As a simple method for inferring resolutions, we
can determine the resolution from the size of facial
or whole-body regions detected from video image se-
quences. However, the relationship between the res-
olution and size frequently varies when changing the
distances between the cameras and individuals or the
parameters of the camera lens. To stably infer the res-
olution, we require features that are sensitive to the
appearance variations of different resolutions but in-
sensitive to differences among individuals, illumination
changes, and pose changes. We compare the following
feature spaces to determine features for inferring reso-
lution.
Gray: Direct use of pixel values.
Sobel: Use of pixel values after applying a Sobel filter.
Magnitude: Use of the value of the power spectrum
after applying a discrete Fourier transform.
We apply four-fold cross-validation to divide the indi-
viduals of training and test samples of resolution infer-
ence on Multi-PIE or CUHK01 datasets. We use the
same parameters of resolution as used in Sections 3.2.1
and 3.2.2. We apply a linear support vector machine.
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Figure 4. Identification performance of person re-
identification. We assume that the resolutions of
whole-body images are known.

Table 1 gives the accuracy of resolution inference. We
see that the Sobel features provide better performance
than the gray and magnitude features.

4.3 Evaluation of identification performance

We evaluate the identification performance achieved
using resolution inference by comparing results ob-
tained with the following methods.
Super-resolution: Identifying individuals from the
images upsampled following [15] and using the resolu-
tion inference.
Random: Identifying individuals from images ran-
domly downsampled.
Our method: Identifying individuals from images
downsampled using the resolution inference.
We apply two-fold cross-validation to divide individu-
als of training samples of resolution inference and test
images of identification on Multi-PIE and CUHK01
datasets. We use the same parameters of resolution
and classifier of individuals as used in Sections 3.2.1
and 3.2.2. The Sobel features are used for resolution
inference.

Table 1. Accuracy (%) of resolution inference.

Image Gray Sobel Magnitude

Face 83.1 90.0 66.1
Whole-body 38.1 59.3 59.9
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Figure 5. Identification performance. Our
method applies downsampling to images after au-
tomatically inferring resolutions.

Figure 5 (a) and (b) shows the performance of face
recognition while 5 (c) and (d) shows the performance
of person re-identification. We see that our method
is superior to existing methods when the query and
target images are of low resolution.

5 Conclusion

We proposed a method for inferring the resolutions
of images and downsampling images of higher resolu-
tion as a preprocessing step in person recognition. We
demonstrated that image downsampling increased the
identification performance of face recognition and per-

son re-identification. We intend to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed method on real-world datasets
as future work.
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